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Kan extensions and descent theory

There are two main constructions in classical descent theory: the category of

algebras and the descent category (see, for instance, [1, 4]). These constructions

are known to be examples of 2-limits (see, for instance, [6, 7, 3]). This work aims

to investigate whether pure formal methods and commuting properties of limits are

useful in proving classical and new theorems of descent theory in the classical context

of [4, 5].

Willing to give such formal approach, we employ the concept of Kan extensions.

However, since we only deal with pseudo-limits and bilimits (see [8] for pseudo-limits)

and we need some good properties w.r.t. pointwise equivalences, we use an weaker

notion: pseudo-Kan extensions, which is stronger than the notion of lax-Kan exten-

sions, already considered by John Gray in [2]. In particular, in this presentation, we

shall talk about the pseudo-Kan extensions and give a proof of the Bénabou-Roubaud

theorem.

This work is part of my PhD work under supervision of Maria Manuel Clementino.
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